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FIREFIGHTING PUMPS FOR HOMES WITH SWIMMING POOLS
The ideal firefighting solution for homes that have a swimming pool is the wheeled pump unit we developed 
in our workshop. The unit consists of an Australian DAVEY single-stage pump with Japanese HONDA petrol 
engine, Austrian HABERKORN fire hose, French POK nozzle, a 3m long suction tube with a non-return brass 
filtered inlet. The wheeled trolley is equipped with a convenient galvanized steel casing for the fire hose, 
water-resistant plywood and four wheels with brakes. To attack the fire, we simply put the suction hose into 
the pool, unfold the hose and start the pump. Quickly and effortlessly!

●        Flow rate: 150 lt/min at 5 bar.
●        Inlet: 1 x 1 ½”.
●        Outlets: 1 x 1 ½” & 2 x 1”.
●        Pump impeller: can be disassembled for easy maintenance and cleaning.
●        Pump material: marine-grade aluminum, polyester painted.
●        Pump draining valve: yes.
●        Water container for priming the pump before start up: included.
●        Pump engine: Honda GX160 gasoline 163cc, power 4.6 HP at 3600 rpm.
●        Low oil engine protection: yes.
●        Fire hose: diameter 38mm (1 ½’’), length 20m, certified according to EN 14540.
●        Fire nozzle: light, easy to use, range 25m.



●        Ability to be operated by multiple users: Yes.
●        Remote status information: ON/OFF, battery power, signal strength, operating hours.
●        Remote status sent: to those users who are registered.
●        Battery and smart battery charger: Included.
●        Inlet: 1 x 2’’.
●        Outlets: 1 x 2’’ & 2 x 1’’.
●        Pump speed: Adjustable in two positions, low / high.
●        Flow rates: 200 lt/min at 4.5 bar at low speed & 200 lt/min at 5.5 bar at high speed.
●        Pump impeller: Can be disassembled for easy maintenance and cleaning.
●        Pump material: marine-grade aluminum, polyester painted.
●        Pump draining valve: Yes.
●        Pump engine: Honda iGX270 gasoline 270cc, power 8.5 HP at 3600 rpm.
●        Stand-by mode: 3 hours.
●        Electric starter: Yes.
●        Low oil engine protection: Yes.

FIREFIGHTING PUMPS OPERATED BY SMS
DAVEY has pioneered once again, with the remote-start firefighting pump, operated by SMS. At last, a 
solution that provides home fire protection without the owner needing to be present. With a simple SMS, 
the user can start the pump, stop it, program pump shut-down, and receive an update of the pump status, 
at any time, from anywhere. As the DAVEY official partner for firefighting pumps in Greece, PRONOIA will 
undertake the initial set up of your pump’s SIM card, as well as the engineering design and installation 
of your firefighting network, according to your needs. Naturally, we are authorized to carry out repair and 
maintenance, by strictly adhering to manufacturer instructions.
Through the DAVEY & PRONOIA collaboration, you can rest assured that your home is protected.



Pronoia /ˈpɾɔ.ni.a/ noun < pro + nous < foresight, anticipation, provision, prudence.

With more than 80 years’ tradition in the quality fire protection sector, PRONOIA maintains the 
mentality of a youthful company at the cutting edge of technological evolution, whilst taking an agile 
approach to dealing with the challenges of the world market.  PRONOIA is active in the following 
sectors: Maritime, Industrial, Oil & Gas, Food & Beverage, Mining, Transportation, Construction, Fire 
Brigade, Civil Protection and Armed Forces. With accumulated knowledge, experience and a friendly 
approach, we advise, research and implement fire protection projects in all sizes of business, from 
a small restaurant to the Public Power Corporation, Aluminium of Greece, Hellenic Petroleum and 
Motor Oil. At PRONOIA, we achieve this wide range of operational activity because we represent the 
top manufacturers in the world in firefighting and personal protection equipment. 

PRONOIA. We think ahead, so that you are safe.
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Warranty 1-5 years

International certifications & approvals

Full product range in stock and ready to ship

Same-day delivery to Piraeus harbor
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